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bstract

Accurate knowledge of the morphology of the human brain is required for minimally or non-invasive surgical interventions. On the (sub-)cellular
evel, brain tissue is generally characterized using optical microscopy, which allows extracting morphological features with a wide spectrum of
taining procedures. The preparation of the histological slices, however, often leads to artifacts resulting in imperfect morphological data. In
ddition, the generation of 3D data is time-consuming. Therefore, we propose synchrotron radiation-based micro computed tomography (SR�CT)
voiding preparation artifacts and giving rise to the 3D morphology of features such as gray and white matter on the micrometer level. One can
ifferentiate between white and gray matter without any staining procedure because of different X-ray absorption values. At the photon energy of
0 keV, the white matter exhibits the absorption of 5.08 cm−1, whereby the value for the gray matter corresponds to 5.25 cm−1. The tomography

ata allow quantifying the local strains in the histological images using registration algorithms. The deformation of histological slices compared
o the SR�CT in a 2D–2D registration leads to values of up to 6.3%. Mean deformation values for the Nissl-stained slices are determined to about
%, whereas the myelin-stained slices yield slightly higher values than 2%.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Non-invasive magnetic resonance (MR)-guided neuro-
urgery without intracerebral penetration such as with gamma
nife or high-intensity focused ultrasounds (Jolesz et al., 2005;
eep et al., 2005; Kennedy et al., 2003; Ohye et al., 2005; Young,
002) represents an alternative to deep brain stimulation (DBS)
r radiofrequency lesions. The location of the target volume,
.g. in the thalamus, with desired precision becomes possible
Please cite this article in press as: Germann M, et al., Strain fields in histolo
micro computed tomography, J Neurosci Methods (2008), doi:10.1016/j.j

ven if the target is not identifiable on the acquired MR-images,
sing a detailed generic atlas of the human thalamus (Morel,
007; Morel et al., 1997; Niemann et al., 2000). The appli-
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ations of the atlas and prior knowledge to the actual therapy
equire, however, specific approaches. The current planning of
he neurosurgical intervention, which basically relies on fixed
patial relations between target volume and different anatomi-
al landmarks, can be meaningfully enhanced and generalized,
aking into account the variability of the different anatomical
tructures of interest. Here, the important task is to establish the
natomically meaningful correspondence between the features
n the training set and those specific to the patient (Davies et al.,
002; Styner et al., 2003). Due to the complexity of the model
nd the unknown deficiencies in slice preparation, the relative
ositioning of the differently stained histological slices belongs
o the major challenges when building a statistical shape model.
nown algorithms permit to fit the average model to the actual
gical slices of brain tissue determined by synchrotron radiation-based
neumeth.2008.01.011

atient-specific MRI data, cp., e.g. van den Elsen et al. (1993).
The morphology of human tissue, as for the generic thalamic

tlas, is generally characterized on sub-micrometer level using
ptical microscopy techniques. The techniques are based on

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2008.01.011
mailto:bert.mueller@unibas.ch
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istological sectioning with section thickness of several 10 �m.
he preparation procedure leads to stress and strain of the
nisotropic and inhomogeneous soft matter and finally leads
o deformations, which are expected to be critical for mellow
issue including brain segments. In creating a brain atlas for

R-guided neurosurgery, non-rigid or elastic transformations
re commonly used to correct for spatial distortion occurring
uring brain preparation (Chakravarty et al., 2006; Mazziotta et
l., 2001). In absence of in vivo MRI from the same brain, the
ifferential distortion factors intervening during brain extrac-
ion, fixation and histological processing cannot be precisely
valuated, but significant, variable 2D distortions appear to
ccur during sectioning and histological processing (Lang,
006; Mai et al., 2004; Yelnik et al., 2007). In spite of increasing
R imaging resolution, particularly from postmortem material,

t is still insufficient for accurate delimitation of structures of
nterest such as individual thalamic nuclei (Deoni et al., 2005;
atterpekar et al., 2003; Pfefferbaum et al., 2004). In this con-

ext, the possibility to obtain a high-resolution 3D representation
f the brain segment for correcting the local deformations is par-
icularly relevant for atlas-to-MR registration and therefore for
argeting in MR-guided non-invasive functional neurosurgery.

Synchrotron radiation-based micro computed tomography
SR�CT) as a non-destructive technique provides the neces-
ary spatial and to some extent, also, density resolution. The
ifference in the X-ray absorption of gray and white matter
an be calculated using published data of density and chemi-
al composition (Brooks et al., 1980). For the photon energy of
0 keV it is found that the difference is about 6% after remov-
ng the Compton scattering component (Brooks et al., 1980).
he removal of Compton scattering, however, is experimentally

mpossible and, hence, this difference is just a several tenths of
percent. The decrease of photon energy to 10 keV improves

he contrast by more than one order of magnitude. Therefore, it
ight be advantageous to use monoenergetic photons of about

0 keV. Because of the high intensity provided at the synchrotron
adiation sources, a monochromator can be inserted to realize
tunable X-ray source. Here, the beam hardening is drastically

educed. Furthermore, the Gaussian shape of the absorption his-
ograms allows for intensity-based thresholding in many cases
Müller et al., 2002). It has to be mentioned that the photoelectric
bsorption of brain and water is very similar, which makes differ-
ntiation of brain in water difficult. The situation becomes even
ore difficult if phosphate buffer is used instead of water. Conse-

uently, successful measurements in wet environment, although
esirable to avoid shrinking artifacts, are more demanding.

The value of the tomograms of brain matter lies especially
n the 3D information, which offers the possibility to elastically
egister the sets of histological slices by means of these less-
etailed 3D data. The brain tissue belongs to the inhomogeneous,
eformable tissues that change their shape caused by intrinsic
tress relaxation or externally applied forces. The geometrical
xpression of these deformations is termed strain and defined
Please cite this article in press as: Germann M, et al., Strain fields in histolo
micro computed tomography, J Neurosci Methods (2008), doi:10.1016/j.j

s the length change related to the original length. In the case
f anisotropic and inhomogeneous medium (brain tissue) one
as to consider the strain at the different points in 3D space.
athematically represented as the tensor field, one may use for
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he representation of the local strains the terms strain tensor
nd strain field. The combination of the different information at
he micrometer and millimeter scales obtained from histology
nd SR�CT offers a promising tool to significantly improve the
ccuracy of the generic brain atlas.

. Materials and methods

For the experiments, small blocs of the rostral medulla oblon-
ata including parts of the inferior olivary nucleus were dissected
rom a normal human brain with no neuropathological signs at
utopsy. The brain had been fixed in 10% formalin for 10 years.
he blocs were cut to the length of about 6 mm and the diameter
f 4 mm. These blocs were placed in 0.5-ml Eppendorf tubes
lled with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). They were kept in the
ppendorf tubes at the temperature of 4 ◦C for transportation.
he SR�CT measurements performed at HASYLAB at DESY,
amburg, Germany, were carried out at room temperature within

bout 8 h. After these measurements, the brain samples in the
ppendorf tubes were cryo-protected in sucrose (20% solution

n PB) for 2 weeks, before they were frozen and stored (−75 ◦C).
or histology, 30-�m sections were cut in the cryostat and col-

ected in PB before they were mounted on gelatinized glass
lides. Two series of sections were stained for Nissl (with cresyl-
iolet) or for myelin with a modified Heidenhain–Woelcke
rocedure applied to the mounted sections (Bürgel et al., 1997).
he sections were examined under a Leica microscope (MZ 16)
nd photographed with a digital camera (DLC 420C).

The 3D morphology of different kinds of biological matter
uch as human brain tissue can be quantitatively characterized
ith true micrometer resolution using SR�CT in absorption con-

rast mode. The main advantage with respect to conventional
CT is the much higher photon flux, offering to eliminate all
-ray photons but the ones of selected energy, and still maintain
reasonable acquisition time. Bragg reflection at single crystals
ermits the selection of the photon energy with the precision
f 10−4. The attenuation coefficient μ of brain tissue depends
trongly on the photon energy E, which can be optimized by the
elation μ(E, Z)D = 2 (Grodzins, 1983), where D corresponds
o the average sample diameter and Z to the atomic number
f the related element. Accordingly, we selected the photon
nergy of 10 keV for the present study. The spatial resolution
as determined by the modulation transfer function of a gold
late edge recorded under the conditions applied for the data
cquisition (Müller et al., 2001). It corresponds to 6.20 �m for
he present study. Note, the voxel size was chosen to 4.05 �m
efore binning.

The SR�CT setup is schematically given in Fig. 1. The exper-
ments were carried out at the beamline BW 2 (HASYLAB at
ESY, Hamburg, Germany) taking advantage of the absorp-

ion contrast tomography (Beckmann, 2002). Positrons with the
nergy of 4.5 GeV are forced to travel along the curved path by
he bending magnets of the storage ring DORIS III. The wig-
gical slices of brain tissue determined by synchrotron radiation-based
neumeth.2008.01.011

ler of the beamline BW 2 is a magnetic structure of 28 periods
o generate the necessary photon flux. The fixed exit double
rystal monochromator, Si(1 1 1) provides the monochromatic
-ray beam of selected energy and flux. The sagittal-bent sec-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2008.01.011
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F Eppendorf tube is mounted on the high-precision sample manipulator at the beamline
B KSS-Research Center allows using a monochromatic X-ray beam of selected energy
a ain sample, 721 projections were detected.
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Fig. 2. On the SR�CT slice the gray matter (bordered in red) and blood vessels
ig. 1. For the SR�CT measurements, the small bloc of brain tissue placed in an
W 2 (HASYLAB at DESY, Hamburg, Germany). This setup operated by the G
nd to rotate the sample in parts of a degree. For the 3D representation of the br

nd Si(1 1 1) crystal reduces the beam divergence and forms a
arallel beam about 10-mm wide and 3-mm high. This beam
its the sample at a certain angle and generates the related pro-
ection image on the fluorescence screen, which was a 1-mm
hick CdWO4 single crystal. After moderate magnification, this
ptical image is mapped on a Kodak KAF 1600 CCD-chip
1536 × 1024 pixels, pixel length 9 �m) and acquired using
4-bit digitalization at the frequency of 1.25 MHz. The sam-
le manipulator allows the precise specimen positioning and
otation. For the present study, four datasets at different sam-
le heights, shifted by 1.5 mm, each with 721 projections were
cquired by rotating the sample in steps of 0.25◦ from 0◦ to 180◦.
n order to eliminate the beam non-uniformities and account for
he detector noise, the difference between the individual bare
rojections and the dark image was divided by the difference
f the beam and the dark image to obtain the corrected projec-
ions, which were the basis of the reconstruction. Nevertheless,
mage non-uniformities still existed due to the photon counting
tatistics and defects in the fluorescence screen.

The data from the SR�CT measurements were reconstructed
lice-by-slice with the filtered back-projection algorithm (Kak
nd Slaney, 1988). Before reconstruction, the data were binned
y the factor 3 to improve the density resolution reducing the
patial resolution (Thurner et al., 2004). The voxel size after
inning is, therefore, 12.16 �m. Note that the number of pho-
ons counted per pixel increases by the square of the binning
actor, which finally increases the contrast between the different
orphological features identified, considerably.
The SR�CT data served for the determination of the local

bsorption values with the aim to discriminate between charac-
eristic features of the tissue. The comparison with the related
istological slices should allow quantifying the deformation pro-
uced as the result of the preparation processes of the slices.
or the evaluation of the local absorption of the brain tissue,
amely the inferior olivary nucleus, which consists of gray and
hite brain matter, the different parts including the surrounding
hosphate buffer have to be segmented. Because of the similar
bsorption values, the segmentation cannot be performed in a
ully automatic fashion. Therefore, we have manually selected
epresentative areas in 30 SR�CT slices with a total volume of
bout 200,000 voxels. This selection is shown for one slice in
Please cite this article in press as: Germann M, et al., Strain fields in histological slices of brain tissue determined by synchrotron radiation-based
micro computed tomography, J Neurosci Methods (2008), doi:10.1016/j.jneumeth.2008.01.011

ig. 2. Since the blood vessels are expected to be filled with PB,
hey were excluded from our analysis.

In order to determine the strain of the histological slices one
as to register them with the related SR�CT slices by means

(*) can be distinguished from the surrounding white matter. The opaque fields
demonstrate the manual segmentation of phosphate buffer (blue), white matter
(green) and gray matter (red) for the calculation of the related X-ray absorption
values. The absorption value histograms obtained from the different selected
areas are given in the indicated color index. They are described by Gaussians.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2008.01.011
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f an elastic registration algorithm. The registration algorithm
hosen (Andronache, 2006) is based on the adaptive hierarchi-
al image subdivision strategy, which decomposes the non-rigid
atching problem into numerous local rigid registrations of sub-

mages of decreasing size. Because of the different nature of
mage modalities, the local registrations were performed using
he classical maximization of Mutual Information (MI) principle
Viola and Wells, 1995; Maes et al., 1996). The local registra-
ion parameters are found using the Powell multi-dimensional
earch algorithm (Press et al., 1988) such that the MI between
he reference �CT and the floating histological sub-images
s maximized. The hierarchical image splitting strategy was
roposed by Likar and Pernus (2001) and using several improve-
ents recently extended to 3D (Andronache et al., 2008). The

ierarchical splitting is governed by a sub-image information
onsistency test in the form of the Moran spatial autocorrelation
oefficient. At each level of the hierarchy, the consistency of the
nformation contained in each of further sub-divided images is
ested, and all those sub-images failing this test being no longer
ubdivided or registered at the successive levels. This consis-
ency test is also used as the stopping criterion for the entire
egistration algorithm. The hierarchical image subdivision is
omplete when no structural information is found in any of the
urrently partitioned sub-images, and therefore, their local reg-
stration is meaningless. As a consequence of the use of the
nformation consistency test, at the last hierarchical level, the
ize of the sub-images may differ from one another. A typical
inimum size is around 8 × 8 pixels depending on the level of

etails and noise in the original image. The final deformation
eld is estimated from all the registration parameters of all the
ub-images at the last hierarchical level by thin plate splines
TPS) interpolation. Because of the missing ground truth for the
roblem here, one cannot provide the validation of the registra-
ion result for the particular case. In another case (Andronache,
006), however, this registration method was validated. The
egistration errors were estimated with real data of known defor-
ation field. More precise, using an MR scanner, T1 and T2

mages of the liver were acquired simultaneously at different
tages of the respiratory cycle. The non-rigid registration was
hen used to recover the deformation fields, and the statistics led
o an accuracy of 1.07 ± 0.75 in pixel dimensions.

To simplify matters, for each histological slice the related
R�CT slice was manually selected. These two slices of differ-
nt modalities underwent the registration in 2D fashion.

. Results

Fig. 2 shows that SR�CT measurements performed at the
hoton energy of 10 keV allows for the differentiation of gray
nd white matter in PB. The quantitative evaluation based on
elected images provides the expected Gaussians in the absorp-
ion histograms. The parameters of these Gaussians are the
mplitude, i.e. the number of voxels included, the half-width,
Please cite this article in press as: Germann M, et al., Strain fields in histolo
micro computed tomography, J Neurosci Methods (2008), doi:10.1016/j.j

nd the absorption values. The normalized Gaussians are pre-
ented in Fig. 2 (bottom) in order to demonstrate that even the
imple intensity-based segmentation by means of a threshold,
hosen by the crossing points of the Gaussians, enable us to suc-
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essfully differentiate between white and gray matter in water in
n automatic way. The differentiation between gray matter and
B, however, is much more difficult because of the strong over-

ap in the absorption values. Nevertheless, after binning with a
actor of 3 the contrast is high enough to register the histological
ata with the tomographic slices.

For the white matter, the absorption value is 5.078 cm−1. The
ray matter has an absorption value of 5.246 cm−1. The value
or PB is only slightly higher namely 5.318 cm−1. Hence the
bsorption of the gray matter is just 3.2% larger than that of
hite matter. The half-width is almost constant for the three
eaks and corresponds to (0.08 ± 0.01) cm−1.

Figs. 3 and 4 show how the differently stained histological
ections and the related SR�CT slices differ. For each sample the
igid (top right) and the non-rigid registration (bottom left) based
n the SR�CT-data are presented. The non-rigid registration
merges from the rigidly registered slice. Therefore, the dif-
erences between the non-rigidly registered slice and the rigidly
egistered one illustrate the local deformations caused by the dif-
erent preparation steps of the tissue for histology. The arrows
n Figs. 3 and 4 (bottom right) quantitatively characterize these
eformations. The average extension or mean absolute strain
arrow length) in the Nissl-stained slice is 55.9 �m. The one of
he myelin-stained slice is almost doubled, namely 109.2 �m.
n order to extract a more general quantity the (relative) strain is
onsidered. The local extensions or the absolute strains have to
e related to the slice extension as original length. As the lower
imit of the slice extension one may apply the smallest diame-
er of the circle that fully includes the entire slice. This choice
eads to 0.99% for the Nissl-stained sample and to 1.90% for
he myelin-stained sample. Using the largest circle to be fully
ncorporated into the slice one obtains the upper limit of the slice
xtension. This limit gives rise to only slightly higher values.
hey correspond to 1.32% for the Nissl-stained and to 2.51%

or the myelin-stained slices.
These average relative strain values are, however, only of

inor interest since they may significantly depend on the slice
imensions and other specific approaches in the preparation pro-
ess. The maximal strain, which is related to the longest arrow,
elongs to the quantities that are fundamental for the devel-
pment of a precise brain atlas. According to the definitions
iven above, the maximal strain for the Nissl-stained slices is
etween 7.0% and 9.3%. The values for the myelin-stained slices
ie between 11.6% and 15.2%.

. Discussion

Histological sectioning is generally used to characterize brain
issue with high lateral spatial resolution. The preparation of the
istological slices leads, however, to tissue deformations, which
epend on the staining and mounting procedures. Commonly,
ne expects local strains of a few percents, which seem to be
olerable. The actual strain values, however, are unknown. Dis-
gical slices of brain tissue determined by synchrotron radiation-based
neumeth.2008.01.011

ortions occurring prior to histological processing, i.e. during
rain extraction and fixation, are difficult to estimate in absence
f in vivo imaging. Limited deformations of gray and white
atter seem to occur with formalin fixation (Lang, 2006), par-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2008.01.011
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ig. 3. A Nissl-stained section is rigidly registered (top right) to the related SR
uring the preparation, a non-rigid registration (bottom left) is applied. The di
rrows (bottom right).

icularly for central structures such as the thalamus. The overall
hrinkage factors evaluated after short fixation times and by
omparison between postmortem MRI and stained cryo-sections
ere minimal in the section plane but detectable for distances
easured across sections (1.12%) (Morel, 2007). Therefore, it is

ttractive to search for techniques that enable us to determine the
ocal strains in order to allow correcting the related preparation
rtifacts.

Micro computed tomography based on X-rays permits the 3D
isualization of tissue in wet environment, i.e. of brain tissue
efore sectioning in a non-destructive manner. Although it is
ossible to discriminate between gray and white matter (Brooks
t al., 1980), the difference in contrast is so small that often only
he mean values are considered (Hubbell and Seltzer, 2007). The
resent study was performed at the synchrotron radiation source
nd not by means of a conventional X-ray source to uncover the
nferior olivary nucleus within the rostral medulla oblongata and
he blood vessels filled with phosphate buffer with better density
Please cite this article in press as: Germann M, et al., Strain fields in histolo
micro computed tomography, J Neurosci Methods (2008), doi:10.1016/j.j

esolution on the micrometer scale.
The contrast between white and gray matter in computed

omography is explained by the different chemical composition
Brooks et al., 1980). It gives rise to significantly different pho-

2
i
f
c

slice (top left). Since human brain tissue deforms due to the mechanical stress
n and amplitude of strain fields (local deformations) are presented with black

oelectric X-ray absorption. Based on the data given by Brooks,
ne can estimate this difference for the photon energy of 10 keV
nd obtains 5.6%. Consequently, the measurement that yielded
.2% is reasonable especially since the tissue preparation is
ikely to be different. Note that the measured value for the X-
ay absorption of PB is just 4′′ higher than the simulated one
ndicating appropriate calibration of the SR�CT setup.

Because of the different X-ray absorption rates within the
hite and the gray matter, the SR�CT data clearly delineates

he two tissues, making possible the registration of the histolog-
cal slices. However, as the SR�CT data is a 3D volume while
he histological slice is a 2D image, serious problems may be
ncountered because of the large number of degrees of freedom
f such a non-rigid 2D–3D registration. Therefore, in general, no
nique solution is found. Extracting a region of interest, where
he histological slice is cut out, the degrees of freedom are mean-
ngfully reduced. As the limit, one might restrict the region of
nterest to a single tomographic slice resulting in the non-rigid
gical slices of brain tissue determined by synchrotron radiation-based
neumeth.2008.01.011

D–2D registration algorithm. As a first step such a restriction
s rather simple, because one can recognize many individual
eatures including outer shape, vessels, and nuclei. Such a pro-
edure is a simplification of the original task and decreases the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2008.01.011
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ig. 4. The registration of the myelin-stained section to the related SR�CT slice
re identical to Fig. 3.

ccuracy of the strain data. However, the visual inspection of the
eatures in the tomographic slices above and below the selected
ne indicates that this effect can be neglected. It should be noted
hat any desired plane can be extracted from the SR�CT as
t provides 3D data non-destructively, and further used for the
on-rigid 2D–2D registration.

The strain values determined show that the preparation pro-
edure of Nissl-staining leads to only about 50% of the one for
he myelin stain. Although the sections were mounted similarly
rior to staining in the two procedures, the longer time in the
taining solution, which also contains some alcohol, may explain
he higher strain value for myelin-stained sections (Bürgel et al.,
997).

The specimen’s diameter selected (4 mm) is rather small. It
s, however, not a restriction, because the X-ray beam at the
eamline BW 2 can be increased to about 20 mm. Using the
Please cite this article in press as: Germann M, et al., Strain fields in histolo
micro computed tomography, J Neurosci Methods (2008), doi:10.1016/j.j

eamline W 2 (HARWI) at HASYLAB at DESY one can even
each beam widths of 70 mm. In addition, one can set the rota-
ion axis asymmetric to the beam and rotate the specimen by
60◦ to acquire tomograms of specimens with diameters up to

e
h
t
t

s much larger deformations than for the Nissl-stain (cp. Fig. 3). The conventions

he double beam width (Müller et al., 2007). In order to keep
he spatial resolution for the visualization of larger specimens
onstant, one has to reduce the rotation angle increment and
o increase the number of pixels in the acquired images. Both
hanges are possible from an experimental point of view and
ust increase the data size. The main restriction results from
he energy dependence of the attenuation coefficient μ(E). Fol-
owing the relation μ(E)D = 2 (Grodzins, 1983), the SR�CT of
arger samples correlates with higher photon energies. At these
igher photon energies the contrast between white and gray
atter becomes weaker. Consequently, the method proposed
ill work for the entire thalamus but might become impossi-
le for the brain as a whole. Please note that histology is often
ot performed for specimens larger than the thalamus diame-
er.

Functional neurosurgery requires the determination of the
gical slices of brain tissue determined by synchrotron radiation-based
neumeth.2008.01.011

xact position of the target. Although the SR�CT data presented
ere are on rather small brain specimens, the application of the
echnique to larger blocks, such as the entire thalamus, will allow
he more precise positioning of the desired structure even if

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2008.01.011
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